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A graph product, called the direct power, is introduced for 1-graphs. The results 
presented here characterize and enumerate the strong components of these graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a loop-free 1-graph and r a positive integer. In this paper, we 
introduce a new graph product, called the rth direct power G r of G. The 
results we present will characterize and enumerate the strong components of 
G r . 
We will follow the terminology of Berge [1] as closely as possible. In 
particular, G - -  (X, U) is always a loop-free 1-graph with vertex set X and 
arc set U, although we will sometimes refer to U as the correspondence F. 
For the positive integer r, X r is the cartesian product of X taken r times. 
We will first introduce the rth direct power of G for r = 2. The square of 
G is G2= (X 2, Fo2 ), where the correspondence Fa2 is defined as follows: Let 
(x 1 , x2) C X 2. If x 1 :/= x2, then 
FG2(XI' X2) = {(Yl, X2) lY~ E F(X~)} W {(xl, Y2) I Y2 E F(Xz)}. 
If Xl = x2, then 
radXl ,  x2) = {(y, y) l Y C F(x~)}. 
As an example, Fig. 1 presents a graph G and its square G 2. We note that 
the correspondence F~2 agrees with that of the cartesian sum [2] for vertices 
(Xl, x2) with x~ =/= x2. Berge [2] presents the results of several investigations 
into the connectivity of this graph. 
We now define the rth direct power of G for arbitrary r. 
DEFINITION. The rth direct power of G is Gr= (X ~,Fo, ), where the 
correspondence For is constructed as follows: Let x = (xl ..... xr) E X ~, let 
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FIGURE 1 
R = { 1 ..... r} and let p be the equivalence r lation defined on R by: i =j(p) if, 
and only if, x i = xj. Then 
U U 
[k]eg/o zeF(xk) 
{(Y, ..... Y~) l Yj = xj, j g~ k{,o); 
& = z , j -k ( ; )} .  
When there is no danger of confusion, we will denote FGr simply as Ft. 
This graph product is motivated by the construction of the direct power in 
a class of unary algebras [3]. Specifically, let ~ = [.4, F] be a unary algebra 
with the property that for every fE  F there exists a unique a C A such that 
f (a )  :g a. Then ~ can be represented by a I-graph G with vertex set A and 
correspondence F(a) = { f (a ) [a  :~f(a)}. Conversely, any loop-free l-graph 
determines a unique unary algebra of the type described. In addition, for the 
positive integer r, the direct power 9g r can be represented by the rth direct 
power of G. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For x E X r, S(x) denotes the set of distinct components of x. If 1 ~< r ~< IX[, 
)~r = {x C X r [1S(x)[ = r} and ~,r is the subgraph of G r generated by )~. If H 
is a graph, then V(H) denotes the vertex set of H. 
Let P-----[Xl,...,xq] be an elementary path or an elementary circuit 
(x l=xq)  in G. Let WcX such that: (I) x l~  W, (2) if x~#:Xq, then 
Xqq~ W, and (3) if x l=xq,  then 2~<[Wf3V(P)[<[V(P)]. For x i , x jE  
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V(P) N (WU {Xq}), let P,j be the portion of P from x~ to xj. We say that P 
induees the injection z~ from W into X where 
and 
n(x i )=x  i if x i E W- -  V(P) 
zr(xi) = xj if V(Pij ) ~ W = {x i, x~}. 
I f  x E X ~ and S(x) = I4, then ~r (or P) induces a path from x to n(x) in G r. 
Let x = (x 1 ..... x~) EX  r and, for 1 ~< i~< r, let e 7 be the map from X ~ to 
X:er i(x)=xi  . Let YcX such that [S (x )nY l=s>~l  and let Q(x ,Y )= 
{Jl e~(x) ~ Y}. Then x and Y determine a partial function e from X ~ to Y=. If  
O(z, Y) 4: Q(x, Y), then e(z) is undefined; otherwise, e(z) = (e~l(Z) ..... e~=(z)), 
where qi E Q(x, Y) and i < j  implies qi < qj. 
3. THE STRONG COMPONENTS OF G r 
We will develop several results which together characterize the strong 
components of Gr for the case where G is strongly connected. Throughout 
this section, we assume G is strongly connected, ]X[ = n > 2 and, fo rX  i cX,  
ni = Ix, I. 
LEMMA 1. Let x E ~r. I f  Y c X of cardinality r, then there exists y E X "~ 
such that S(y) = Y and there is a path from x to y in G ~. 
Proof. Let s -- IS(x) - YI. The result is trivial for s = 0. If  s = 1, let x E 
S(x) - Y, y E Y -  S(x) and let P be a path from x to y in G. Then P induces 
an injective map p from S(x) to Y and y = p(x) satisfies the requirements. 
The proof is completed by induction on s. 
Let x E )~ and let P= be the set of permutations on S(x) such that there is 
a path in d r from x to p(x), p E P=. Then P~ is a subgroup of the symmetric ,
group S~ on S(x), since PlPzEP~, if Pl ,P2EP~. We shall call P~ the 
permutation group associated with x. 
THEOREM 1. The number of strong components of G r is the index i = 
[Sr :Px] and the number of vertices in each strong component is [~[/i. 
Proof. For z E R r, let H(z)  be the vertex set of the strong component of 
G r containing z, and let J(z) = {z' E H(z)  [ S(z ' )  = S(z)}. If Y is a subset of 
X of cardinality r, then there exists y E ~ such that S(y) = Y and x and y 
are in the same strong component of G r. Let P be the path from x to y in G r 
and v be the map from S(x) to S(y) induced by P. Then H(x)= U J (y)  
(YcX ,  I YI = r) and ]J(y)[ = Io(J(x))l = o(P=). Hence, H(x) = ( I )  o(P~) = 
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IWrl/i. If x' E X ~ such that S(x') = S(x), then J(x')  = {p(x') I P E P,}, so the 
number of strong components of t~ r is i. 
In order to make use of Theorem I to count the strong components of t7 r, 
we will need the following lemma giving the group generated by two per- 
mutations. 
LEMMA 2. For r, s > I, let a and fl be the given r- and s-cycles: 
a= (1 al a2"." a t -0 ,  
f l=(1  b 1 b 2 . . .  bs_,). 
I f  there exist indices 1 ~ h, i <. rain(r, s) such that a h = b i, let d denote the 
largest such index and assume aj = bj for  all j = 1 ..... d. Except for  the two 
cases where (1) d= 1 and r=s  =4 and (2) d= 2 and {r,s} = {4, 5}, a and 
fl generate the symmetric group on {1, al ,  a~,..., a~_ 1, ha+ 1 ..... bs_l}, if r or s 
is even, and the alternating roup, otherwise. In either o f  the two exceptional 
cases, a and fl generate isomorphic groups of  order 120. 
Proof  The group generated by a and fl is evidently primitive. In [4], 
Williamson proved that if a primitive permutation group of degree n, which 
is neither symmetric nor alternating, contains a cycle y of order m, then m 1> 
(n - m)!. In the present case, n = r + s - (d+ 1). Choose y to be the shortest 
cycle among a, 1/ and a-~fl. Then m <<. 2n/3, and all integer pairs satisfying 
the two inequalities are tabulated below: 
n m 
(1) m~>(n- -m)!  3 2 
4 3 
(2) m ~ 2n/3 5 3 
6 4 
For each of these cases, the lemma can be verified by direct construction. 
Either of the two exceptional cases, corresponding to the last line in the 
table, can be represented as a 1 =a 2 = (1 2 3 4), fll = (1 2 5 6) and fl: = 
(I 2 3 5 6). The groups are isomorphic since a 21fl2 and a21 are equivalent 
to a I and ill, resp. 
Let K = (X k, Uk) be a subgraph of G and x, y E ,V~ such that there is a 
path P from x to y in K r. Let x ' ,y 'EX* ,  r ~s ,  and let e be the partial 
function from X s to X~, determined by X k and x'. If (1) e (x ' )=x  and 
e (y ' ) - -y  and (2) for every 1 ~ i-G< s, e~(x')~ X k implies e~(x')--e~(y'), then 
P induces a path from x' to y' in G s, since P passes through no vertices in 
X-X  k. 
Let x, x' E Xr and let Px and Px' be the permutation groups associated with 
x and x'. Then Px = P,, if, and only if, S(x) = S(x'), so we may denote Px as 
Ps(x) 9 
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LEMMA 3. Let  K = (Xk, Uk) be a subgraph o f  G such that fo r  r > 1, gr  
is strongly connected. Let  H = (Xh, Uh) be a block o f  G and let J be the 
subgraph generated b) X j  = X k W X h. I f  U k n U h 4= O, then J~ is strongly 
connected, where s = nj - n k + r. 
Proof  Let c~ be the set of elementary circuits of J that can be added to a 
cycle basis of K to form a cycle basis for J; every point of Xj -  X k is 
contained in some circuit of c~. The proof is by induction on [cg]. 
Case 1. c~={C}. Let(xl,X2) be a common arc of C and K. Let Ybea  
subset of X of cardinality s such that [Y~X~[  = r, x z E Y and Y also 
satisfies the following condition: If there exists xj ~ X k - V(C), xj C Y and 
x 1 ~ Y; otherwise, x1 C Y. Let a be the permutation induced on Y by C. If 
x 1 E Y, let f l=  (xlx2); otherwise, let f l=  (x2xi). Since gr  is strongly 
connected, P r  contains a subgroup Z r which is the symmetric group on 
Y~X k and fixes every element of Y-X  k. By Lemma2, a, fl, and Z r 
generate the symmetric group on Y, and the results follows from Theorem 1. 
Case 2. [c~[=t> 1. Let ~ '  be a subset o f~ofcard ina l i ty  t -1  such 
that 0 Ci (i = 1 ..... t - -  1) is a block and U k shares a common arc with some 
C i E ~ ' ;  that there is such an ~ '  follows from the conditions on H. Let L be 
the subgraph generated by X~ = X k k3 V(U Ci), C~ ~ ~' .  By the induction 
hypothesis, L~' is strongly connected, where s' = n~ - n k + r. Since L and C t 
satisfy the conditions of Case 1 and ]V (Ct ) -X I I  =n  j -n l ,  the lemma is 
established. 
If K is a simple graph (i.e., an undirected 1-graph), then for our purposes 
an equivalent representation f K is the symmetric graph K' derived from K 
by replacing each line in K by a 2-circuit containing the endpoints. A j- 
orientation, 0 <,j, of K is the graph G obtained from K by assigning a 
direction to j lines of K. Equivalently, G can be obtained from the symmetric 
graph K'  by removing an arc from j of the 2-circuits of K'. In [5] Wilson 
proved the following result for the case t = 1 and j = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let  K be a simple block, and let G be a strongly connected 
j-orientation o f  K. Then fo r  1 <~ t ~ n -- 2, the number o f  strong components 
K o f  d n-t is given as follows: 
(1) I lK  is a cycle, then ~: = (n - t - 1)!; 
(2) i lK  is the graph o f  Fig. 2 and t = 1, then K = 6; 
(3) i lK  is bipartite and t = 1, then K = 2; 
(4) otherwise, K = 1. 
Proof  Case 1. If K is a cycle, then, for x E .~n-t, the permutation 
group associated with x is cyclic of order n -  r 
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FIGURE 2 
Case 2. t - -1 .  We first observe that since G is a subgraph of the 
symmetric representation of K, ~, -1  cannot have fewer components than 
/~,-1. We will show that 2 "-1 also does not have more components so the 
result will follow from Wilson's theorem. The proof is by induction on j. 
Wilson's theorem covers the case j = 0, so assume j ~> 1. Let H be a ( j -  1)-~ 
orientation of K from which G can be derived by removing an arc (y, z) 
from a 2-circuit. Then every arc (y, z) E U~n_, -- U~n_, is such that y = (x 1 ..... 
x i -  1'  Y '  Xi + 1 . . . . .  Xn- 1) and z = (x I ..... x i_  1, z, xi+, ..... x , _  1), for some i. Since 
G is strongly connected, there is a path P from y to z in G, and P together 
with the arc (z, y) forms a circuit C. Let cr be the mapping from S(y) to S(z) 
induced by P, let p be the permutation of S(z) induced by C, and let r be the 
length of P. Then pr - l (a (y) ) - -z .  Thus, every pair of points in the same 
component o f /7  "-1 are also in the same component of G" - ' .  S ince/7" - '  
and /r~n- 1 have the same number of components by the induction hypothesis, 
the proof is complete. 
Case 3. t ~> 2. We may assume t = 2, since for any integers 1 ~< i ~<j, if 
GJ is strongly connected then so is Ui. Let C 1 and C 2 be elementary circuits 
of G of length greater than two and such that their common vertices from a 
path of length greater than one. Let Y = V(C1 U C2). We may adjust the 
notation so that k E V(C2) - V(C1); let s -- ] V(C2)]. Let (i, j )  be the terminal 
arc on the path common to C 1 and C 2. Let a~ be the map induced on Yx --- 
Y -  {j, k} by the path from i to k in C 2, and let a 2 be the map induced on 
I12-- Y -  {i,j} by the path from k to i in C2. For i=  1, 2, let Pi be the 
permutation of Y,. induced by C,. Let P3 be the permutation induced on Y2 
by C 2. If C 1 = [1, 2 ..... h, i, j ,  1], then PI = (1 2 3 ... h i) and alpzpS3-3a2 =
(1 2 3 . . .h),  where both are taken as permutations on Y,. These two 
permutations generate the symmetric group on V(C, ) -{ j} ,  so x= 1 by 
Lemma 3. 
For the remainder of this section, we will assume that G contains at least 
one articulation vertex (cut-vertex) and that the following definitions hold. 
Let A be the set of all articulation vertices (cut-vertices) of G. Let Z be the 
set of all maximal subsets Z cA  such that (1) the subgraph generated by Z 
is strongly connected and (2) z~Z with [CG(z)[>~3 implies 
IC~(z)~Zl <~ 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let  q = max{[Zl: Z E Z}. For any positive integer t, G t is 
strongly connected if, and only if, t <~ n - (q + 1). 
P roo f  Sufficiency. We may assume t=n- (q  + 1). The proof is in 
two stages. 
I. First we will show that G contains a subgraph K = (Xk, Uk) such 
that n k/> 4 and ~( nk-z is strongly connected. Let z E A satisfying I C~(z)l >13, 
if there is no such z, then the result is trivial. There are two cases. 
Case 1. z is contained in an elementary circuit C 1 of length greater than 
two. Let C1 = IT, al,..., at] and let C 2 = [z, b~,..., bs] be any other elementary 
circuit satisfying V(C1)~ V(C2) = {z}. Let X k = V(C~ t._) C2) , let W~ =X k - 
{at, b~}, and let a~ and fl~ be the permutations induced on W1 by C~ and C 2, 
resp. If C 2 is not a 2-circuit and either r or s is even, then a~ and/]1 generate 
the symmetric group on W~ by Lemma 2. Otherwise, let W 2 =X k -{z ,  at} 
and let a2 and/]2 be the permutations induced on W 2 by C1 and C2, resp. Let 
71 be the map from W~ to WE induced by the path [z, b~] and let 72 be the 
map from W 2 to W 1 induced by the path [bl,... , g]. Then the permutation 
72/]~2-1a27~ on WI together with a 1 and/]1 generate the symmetric group on 
W 1. The result follows from Theorem 1. 
Case 2. z is contained in at least three 2-circuits. Let X k = {z, al ..... ar} 
where [z, ai] is a 2-circuit of G and let W=X k -  {z, al}. Then for every i 
and j, 2 ~< i <j~< r, it is clear by inspection that there is a path in/~r-1 that 
induces the transposition (a i a j) on W. Since the set of all such 
transpositions generates the symmetric group on W, the result follows. 
II. Suppose Z = {Z}. Let z 1 and zq be the endpoints of the subgraph 
generated by Z. For r = 1, q, let K~ be the graph formed by taking the blocks 
of G containing zr. It follows from Lemma 3 and the results of the previous 
section that/~,r-2 is strongly connected. 
If q <~ 2, it follows from Lemma 3 that G t is strongly connected. If t ~< 3, 
then d t is strongly connected by inspection. Assume that q > 2 and t > 3. 
We may adjust the notation so that ICG(Zl)I/> 3 and IXll/>4. Let Yl E)~t 
such that ( l)  S(yl) ~ Z = {zq} and (2) [ (X -  S(y~))  t~ X~[ = 3 (where X r = 
V(Kr) ). Let Y2 be formed from y~ by replacing the occurrence of zq by z 1. 
Let x I E X 1 - Z and define the transpositions a = (x~ z~) and/]  = (x~ zq). 
The path from zq to z I in G induces a path PiE from y~ to Y2 in Gt; similarly, 
there is a path P21 from Y2 to Yl. If e is the partial function from R t to .,~n,-2 
determined by Y2, then the path from e(y2) to a(e(y2)) in /(n,-2 induces a 
path from Y2 to a(y2) in dt. This path together with PIE and P21 gives a path 
from Yl to/](y~). The result now follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. 
The proof is completed in the same way by induction on [Z[. 
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Necessity. Suppose there exists Z ~ Z with I zI  >~ n - t. Let x E )~ and 
let x~, x~ ~ S(x) such that Z separates x~ and x 2. Then it is clear that there 
is no path in (~t from x to a(x), where a = (x~ x2). 
For any a ~ A and x E X -{a} ,  W(x)/a denotes the set consisting of a 
and the vertices of the weak component of G - {a} containing x. 
THEOREM 4. Let x I and x 2 E X~ where l <~ k <<, n - 2, and let k = n - k. 
Let Z k = {Z ~ Z: JZI/>/~}. Let J be the set of integers 1 <~j <~ k, such that 
e~(xl) 4: e~(x2). Then x I and x 2 are in the same strong component of ~k if, 
and only if, the following two conditions are satisfied for all j E J and 
ZE  Z,.  
(1) I f  Z~ {xly, x2j } = 0, then Z does not separate x~s and x2j. 
(2) I f  Z ~ {x~j, x~j} 4: 0, then either 
(2a) there exist a E {1, 2} with xaj E Z and b E {I, 2} - {a} such that 
W(xbj)/xaj c~ zL <~ l W(xb~)/xoj - S(x,)l; or 
(2b) {x,j, x2j} c Z and I W(x2j)/xlj C~ S(x,) I+ I W(xls)/x2j C~ S(x2)[ = 
k+l .  
Proof Sufficiency. Let j-= ]J[ and f= [Z I. The proof is by induction 
on (s The pairs (a l, b l )and (a2,b2) are ordered as (al ,b 0 < (a2,b2)if 
a l<a2or  (2) a m=a 2 andb l<b 2. 
1. If z7 = 0, the result follows from Theorem 3. 
2. Assume 77> 0. We first establish the result for two special cases: 
(1 ) j=  1 and (2 ) j=  2 and x 2 =p(x~) where p is a transposition of S(xl). Let 
j E J and, in both cases, let x~ = e~(x~) and x 2 = e~(x2); hence, p = (x~ x2). If 
only condition (2b) is satisfied, thenj = 1. Furthermore, the path Pa2 from x 1 
to x 2 in G satisfies V(P~z ) ~ S(x 0 = {x~}. It follows that P~2 induces a path 
from x~ to x z in ~k. We assume for the rest of this section that condition (1) 
or (2a) holds. 
Choose p E Z such that (1)p does not separate x~ and x 2 and (2) for x o E 
{x , ,x2}-{p  }, IW(xb)/pAZI=K..  Let Xp=W(xb) /p  and let h=lX  v -  
S(x,)[. If h </~, choose qEXp such that ]W(p) /q~Zl=k. -h ;  let Xq= 
W(p)/q. Let G v and G o be the subgraph generated by X,  and X o, resp., and 
let r = IXp_l -- k and s = IXq ~ S(xl) I. 
If h 4: k, define ea to be the partial function from )7' to ~ determined by 
x~, and let w~ = el(x~). Let w 2 ~ ~q be any vertex accessible from w~ in (7~ 
such that S(wz)= Xq-  X e. Then the path from w~ to w 2 induces a path in 
(7 ~ from x~ to x~. If h = k, then x~ = x~. Let e 2 be the partial function from 
ffk to X~ determined by x'~. Since {x~, x2} ~Xq = ~, there exists x~ E)~ 
such that e~(x~)= w2 and e2(x[)= ez(x2). By the induction hypothesis, there 
is a path from ez(x~) to e~(x[) in (7~. This induces a path from x'~ to x~ in ~ffk, 
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and the path from w 2 to w~ induces a path from x~ to x 2. We proceed to the 
general case. 
3. Assume ~ > 0 and neither of the special cases of Section 2 applies. 
We recognize two cases. 
Case 3a. S(Xl) ~ S(x2). Let i E J  such that e~(xg)~ S(xl). Let x'~ be 
formed from x~ by replacing the occurrence of x~i by Xzi. Then x'~ and x 2 
also satisfy conditions (1) and (2). Suppose not. Then there is j  C J -  {i} and 
ZC Z k such that  I m(Xbj) /XajOZ] = I W(Xbj)/Xaj - -  S(Xl) I and {Xli,X2i } 
W(Xbj)/Xaj ---- {Xzi }. This implies x:i ~ Z and I W(xli)/Xzi • ZI <. I W(x,i)/Xzi -
S(x01, contradicting the fact that IZI >//~. 
Case 3b. S(Xl) = S(x2). Let j E J and pj be the transposition (xij Xzj ) 
and x] =pj(xl). Then it is clear that x] and x 2 satisfy conditions (1) and (2). 
In each case, it follows from the results of Section 2 that there is a path 
from x~ to x] in G k and, from the induction hypothesis, that there is a path 
from x] to x2. This provides a construction of the desired path. 
Necessity. Assume that there is a path from x~ to x~ in (~k. If conditions 
(1) and (2) are not satisfied, then the following situation arises for some 
j E J  and ZE  Zk: Either (1) there is a subset Z' cZ  with IZ']/>/~ and Z' 
separates Xlj and x2j or (2) {Xl j ,xz j}cZ  and, for {1, 2} = {a, b}, 
I W(xbj)/xajN ZI > I W(Xbj)/xoj -- S(Xl)l and there exists i E J -  {j} such that 
ek(Xl) E W(x2j)/Xlj and ek(x2) E W(Xlj)/X2s. However, it is clear that there 
exist no Yl and Y2 in the same strong component of (~k such that S (y l )= 
S(Xl), S(y2) = S(x2), e~(yl) = x,j and ek(yz) = X v,  for any i E {1 ..... k}. This 
is true in particular for x I and x z. 
Let {Hi] i E I} be the set of blocks of G, and for each i E L let X i be the 
vertex set of H t. For j = 1, 2, let xj E . ,~- 1 and yj E X - S(xj). For i E I and 
j E {1, 2}, let W 0 = X~-  {ao}, where a 0 E A NX~ such that a 0 separates the 
vertices of X l from yj, if yj ~ Xi, and let W o = X i, otherwise. Let eij be the 
partial function from .~-~ to if"j-~ determined by xj. 
THEOREM 5. The vertices x 1 and X 2 are in the same strong component of 
G n-1 if, and only if, etl(Xl) and eiE(X2) are in the same strong component of 
Hn~- l, for all i E I. 
The proof is straightforward and so we omit it. 
4. THE STRONG COMPONENTS OF G s 
In this section, we will present necessary and sufficient conditions that x 
and y are in the same strong component of G s for x, y E X ~. Using this infor- 
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mation, we will obtain a formula giving the number of strong components of 
a s . 
Let x = (xl, x2 ..... x,) ~ X ~ where IS(x)[ = k and let K = { 1, 2 ..... k}. The 
word ~ on x is the map from X r to K r defined by 2~(x)= (2(xl), 2(x2) ..... 
2(Xr) ), where 2(x~.) = j  E K if the leftmost occurrence of xi in x is preceeded 
by j -  1 elements of X. The contraction g of x is the map from X ~ to .gk 
defined by g(x) = (2-1(1), 2-1(2) ..... 2-1(k)). For example, if x = (a, a, b, a, 
e, e, b), then ~.(x) = (1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 3, 2) and g(x) = (a, b, e). 
LEMMA 4. Let x, y E X ~, 1 <~ r < n. Let I be an index set for  the strong 
components o f  G. Let  J = {j ~ I IIXj c~ S(x)l -- s i :/: 0}. For j  E J, let ej be the 
partial map f rom X" to X ~j determined by X 2 and x. Then x and y are in the 
same component of  Gr if, and only if, ej(y) is defined and in the same 
component of  G ~j as ej(x),for all j E J. 
Proof I. Necessity. Suppose [v 1 ..... vt] is a path from x to y in G'. For 
1 ~< i ~< r, [e~(vl) ..... e~(vt) ] is a path from x i to Yi; similarly, there is a path 
from Yi to x i. Hence, ej(y) is defined for all j E J. Furthermore, [ej(vl) ..... 
ej(vt) ] is a path from e2(x) to %.(y) and there is a similar path from ej(y) to 
ej(x). 
2. Sufficiency. Let K= {kE J I  ek(X) g:ek(y)}. If K= {k}, then paths 
joining ek(x ) and ek(y ) induce paths joining x and y in G s. The proof is 
completed by induction on I gl. 
THEOREM 6. Let x and y ~ X ~ such that [S(x)l = IS(y)l = r. Then x and 
y are in the same strong component o f  G s if, and only if, k(x) = ~,(y) and 
g(x) and X(Y) are in the same strong component of  G'. 
Proof I. Necessity. Assume x and y are in the same strong component 
of G s. 
(a) Suppose ~,(x)4: ~,(y). Let i be the smallest integer, 1 ~< i ~< s, such 
that e~(~,(x)) ~e e~(~,(y)). Then there exists 1 ~< h < i and z E {x, y} such that 
e~(~,(z)) = e~0,(z)), say z - -x .  From the definition of Fs, however, it follows 
that for every point x' of G ~ accessible from x, e~(2~(x'))= e~(~,(x)), a con- 
tradiction. 
(b) If Iv I ,.", Vt] is a path from x to y, then [•(V1),... , g(Vt) ] is a path 
from g(x) to g(y). There is, similarly, a path from g(y) to g(x). 
2. Sufficiency. Assume g(x) = ~,(y) and there is a path P~y from g(x) 
to g(y) and a path Pyx from g(y) to g(x). For i=  1 ..... r, let J ;=  {j~<s J
ej(x) = eT(g(x))}. Since ~,(x) = ~,(y), ej(y) = e~.(g(y)) for all j E J~. Hence, P~y 
induces a path from x to y. Similarly, Pr, induces a path from y to x. 
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Let {Ga}de D be the strong components of G. Let X*= {Xa}a~ v be the 
corresponding vertex sets; X* is ordered such that ]Xi[ ~> ]Xj[ if i <j .  Let s = 
als ~ + ... + ahs h be a partition of s where a 1 + ... +a  h = r. Let p(r)  denote 
the given partition of r: r = b 1 r I + . . .  + bkr k where p(r) is written such that 
r~ > r i if i < j ,  let t = b~ + ... + bk, and let m~ be the number of elements 
YE  iV* such that ]Y] >jr  i for i=  1 ..... k. In the formulas developed below, 
the s~ will denote the number of occurrences (or multiplicity) of a point 
y ~ X as a component of y E X s, the associated a~ will count the number of 
points with multiplicity s~ in y, and the r~ will denote the number of distinct 
points of X i occurring as components of y. 
DEFINITION. p(r) is compatible with X* if m i/> Y~ bg ( j  = 1,..., i) for all 
i=  1 ..... k. 
Let cg(ri) be the number of strong components of G~ t. Let Y*= 
{Xal ..... Xa, } compatible with p(r) and denote the Xaj as X i. Rewrite p(r) as 
r= rl + ... + r t. 
LEMMA 5. Let YI be the subset of X s such that for y E I11: (1) 
IS(y) r Xil = r i for all X i ~ Y*, i=  1 ..... t and (2) there are exactly aj 
elements of  multiplicity s i for j = 1,..., h. Let H~ be the subgraph of G ~ 
generated by Y~. Then the number of  strong components of  H a is 
a , !  . . .  ah!  (SI!) ~ ""  ( s~! )  ~ r~ . . .  r t t=~ 
Proof. 
1. Let ]I2 = {x E 2( r I I S(x) ~Xi [  = ri} and let H 2 be the subgraph of 
(fir generated by I12. Then the number of strong components of H 2 is 
The number of r-subsets J c X such that I J~X~[ = r i is 
i=I ri 
The number of bijections of J into { 1 ..... r} is r ! Hence, 
( r ) [ ]  ni! 
Y2 = r , . . . r  t ~=, (n~--ri) 
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The number of elements in any strong component of H 2 is 
t ni ! 
I ]  (n , -  r,) c,(r,) " i=1 
It follows that the number of strong components of H 2 is as given. 
2. From Theorem 6, Yl and Y2 E YI are in the same strong component 
of H l if, and only if, ~,(Yl)= •(Y2) and Z(Yl) and X(Y2) are in the same 
strong component of H E. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the 
set of g-words ~,(Y1)= {2~(y)[ y E Y1} and the set of partitions of {1 ..... s} of 
type s~ 1 ... S~h . The formula follows from [6]. 
For i = 1 ..... k let Z i = { 1 ..... mt}, and let Z be the subset of I~=~ Z/b~ such 
that for z E Z, I S(z)l = t and the subsequence of z between positions 
j--1 (~i=0 bi + 1) and bj ( j=  1 ..... k) is strictly increasing. Each element of Z 
specifies the indices of a t-subset of X*, and all elements of Z correspond to 
the different ways of selecting bl distinct elements Y1 E X* with I Yll >/rl,  b E 
of the remaining Y2 C X'* with I Yzl ~> rE, etc. 
We define crp(p(r)) = 0, ifp(r) is not compatible with X*; otherwise, 
r  = ~, ~ Cz,(rj), 
zeZ zieS(z) 
where b I + ... + bj_ 1 < i < b~ + ... + bj. 
THEOREM 7. The number o f  strong components o f  G s is 
s! 
(a 1 ! ) . . .  (a h !)(S 1 [)a, . . .  (Sh !)ah XLlalsi=s 
~.~_lai=r 
( r, ) 
• 2 !)b, (rk!)b ~ q~(p(r)) . p(r): (rl " 9 
?~-I biri= r 
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